To Brooke Smith.

1831. Nov. 18th.

Attending you and taking instructions for preparing Power of Attorney from you to your Brother to act in Surinam and all parts of the Dutch dominions.

Drawing Copying and Ingrossing Power of Attorney accordingly 14 fols.

Paid for Stamps and Paper.

Attending to see same signed and attesting the execution thereof.

Drawing & Ingrossing Affidavit to verify the execution of the power to be sworn before the Mayor.

Paid for Stamps & Paper.

Drawing and Ingrossing Mayor’s certificate to authenticate the affidavit.

Stamp and Paper.

Paid for City Seal and Oath and customary fee thereon.

Drawing and Ingrossing certificate of Mr. Bruce as Dutch Consul of his knowledge of the Mayor.

Paid Consuls Fee.

£ 6. 10. 2.